
July 26, 2022, Floyd County High School

8:30-8:50 Registration and Coffee, FCHS Lobby

_ ________________        Keynote I Patrick Hausammann_9:00_____      ___  _______

The Magic Beneath the Surface
FCHS Auditorium
The magic of one’s personality and passions lives beneath the surface, only to be discovered after
time, conversation, and collaboration. Magic is discovered in tech tools after exploration, failure, and
growth from that failure. This keynote will guide and inspire attendees through finding the magic
beneath the surface of their very own teaching through collaboration and ed tech infusion.

Session I 9:45-10:20                    _____________________________________________

Be Epic! (Like Doc): Use Epic! for Educators and Sora/Libby for Digital Texts
Kris Harrod
Room 305
Need more texts for your students to read or listen to? Learn about Epic! for Educators and the
Sora/Libby app so that students have digital options for reading and listening to books. Learn how to
set up accounts and access the texts.
Target Audience: PK-8

Secondary Stations? Great Scott!
Jodi Ally and Patrick Hausammann
Library
Whether you’re new to the station rotation model or have already given it a try, this session will be a
totally awesome resource and guide for you! The presenters will facilitate attendees’ rad abilities to
begin to use or bolster their knowledge of the station rotation model, tools, best practices, and more.
Run as a guided workshop, all will leave with something they can use directly in their classrooms. Like,
totally!
Target Audience: 6-12

Planning for the Future
Hannah Burkhart
Room 304
We will discover a simpler, more organized way to complete daily, weekly, and/or monthly lesson
plans using Chalk.com.
Target Audience: PK-8

https://www.chalk.com/


This Is Heavy: Table Talk
Robert Ratcliffe
FCHS Auditorium
Join the discussion in where we are as a division with technology and where we are going. We will
work our way through some talking points during the table talk discussion; including discussing the
FCPS Technoloyg Plan.
Target Audience: PK-12

Session 2 10:35-11:05_______________________________________________________

Animate Your Future
Meaghan Funk
Room 305
Take basic knowledge of stop-motion animation to the next level by explaining a concept or telling a
story. In this session, you will build your own stop-motion animation using an IPAD and stop-motion
app. You will also leave with a basic lesson plan template and ideas for incorporating this idea into
your classroom.
Target Audience: 3-12

Like, Totally Gnarly Google Tips and Hidden Gems
Patrick Hausammann
Library
This session will take a trip through gnarly Google tips and tricks powered to the level of 1.21
Gigawatts! After that, we’ll finish our journey off-road with some hidden Google gems. But don’t
worry, “where we’re going, we don’t need roads!” Come along and learn some tips that will save
you time and open doors you never knew existed.
Target Audience: Intermediate and Advanced Google users

Teaching Reading is Rocket Science
Tammy Hubbard and Jodie Slusher
Room 304
Help students “unlock the code” & ignite the joy of reading with literacy practices that are grounded
in research and proven to accelerate your readers into the next decade with success.
Target Audience: PK-5

_ DemoSlam   11:15-11:30 ____                      _

Join us in the FCHS Lobby as your colleagues share awe-inspiring tech tips during the Demo Slam.
Each presenter will have 60 seconds to wow you and earn your vote to win the Demo Slam
Champion Belt!

______               Lunch and Learn:  Keynote II with Robert Ratcliffe_____ __ _

Robert Ratcliffe, Director of Technology, will be sharing technology updates for the upcoming year.



Session III 12:30-1:05___________________________________________________ ____

Days of Future Past: Making Cross-Curricular Connections with Primary Sources
Jessica Cromer
Library
Digital primary sources are presented as tools to promote active learning and high-level student
inquiry and investigation. Participants will explore how using primary sources can enrich curricular
instruction and help 21st-century learners gain a deep understanding of the connections between
the past, present and future.
Target Audience: PK-12

Marty and Doc: Student-Teacher Conferences
Kristen Harrod
Room 304
Marty and Doc have a wonderful student-teacher relationship. They work together to get "back to
the future." Want to learn how to build relationships with your students through conferencing? Check
out this session and learn about digital conferences using Google Classroom, Googe Docs, Slides,
and Forms.
Target Audience: 6-12

Roads? Where We’re Going, We Don’t Need Roads! The Future of CS in Your Classroom
Kim Keith
Room 305
Prepare students for the future by using an interdisciplinary approach to planning and integrating
computational thinking into core subject areas. Learn more about the basics of computer science to
ensure all students are future-ready!
Target Audience: PK-5

This Is Heavy: Table Talk
Robert Ratcliffe
FCHS Auditorium
Join the discussion in where we are as a division with technology and where we are going. We will
work our way through some talking points during the table talk discussion; including discussing the
FCPS Technology Plan.
Target Audience: PK-12



______________                              Prize Sponsors_______                                            _


